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QUESTION 1

Which of the following test techniques is structure-based? 

A. Control flow testing 

B. Use case testing 

C. State transition testing 

D. Decision table testing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which type of software development product can undergo static testing? 

A. Any software development product can undergo static testing, including requirements specifications, design
specifications and code 

B. Static testing is done only on the requirements. You need to execute the software in order to find defects in the code 

C. Static testing is done only on the code as part of the "code review" sessions Other documents are reviewed, but not
by static testing Static tests 

D. should be performed on the installation and user guide documents as these documents are used by the end user 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Test script TransVal 3.1 tests transaction validation via screen TRN 003B. According to the specification (PID ver 1.3
10b iv) the validation screen should not accept future dated transactions. Test script TransVal 

3.1 passes. Test script eod 1.4 tests end of day processing and is run after the execution of TransVal 3.1 using data
entered during that test Which of the following is the BEST detail on an incident report? [K3] 

A. Title. End of Day failure.. Reproducible. Yes. Description. Script eod 1.4 fails when the first transaction of the day is a
future dated transaction. Screen shot of the failure attached. 

B. Title. Transaction input screen validation..Reproducible. Yes. Description. Script eod 1..4 fails.Screen shot of the
failure attached. Validation of transaction entryon screen TRN-003B should not allow future dated transactions ?see PID
ver 1.3 para 10b iv. 

C. Title. Screen TRN-003B validation of transaction date.. Reproducible. No. Description. When a future dated
transaction is processed by the end of day process, a failure can occur. This does not always happen. Screen shot of
the failure attached. 

D. Title. Screen TRN-003B validation of transaction date. Reproducible. Yes. Description. Script eod 1.4 fails when the
first transaction of the day is a future dated transaction. Screen shot of the failure attached. Validation of transaction
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entry on screen TRN-003B should not allow future dated transactions ?see PID ver 1.3 para 10b iv. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to test the login page of a web site The page contains fields for user name and password Which test design
techniques are most appropriate for this case? 

A. Decision table testing, state transition testing. 

B. Equivalence partitioning, Boundary value analysis. 

C. Exploratory testing, statement coverage. 

D. Decision coverage, fault attack. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following apply to System Testing? 

1.

 May satisfy legal requirements. 

2.

 Can use system specifications as a test basis. 

3.

 Often the responsibility of business users. 

4.

 Main goal is to establish confidence. 

5.

 Should focus on the communication between systems. 

A. a and c 

B. b and d 

C. a and b 

D. c and e 

Correct Answer: B 
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